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FHNW Bachelor passport to prestige MSc

«LSE entirely 
worth 
extremely 
hard work»

When she was completing her Bachelor‘s (IM) at 
the FHNW, Tringa Cerkini decided to apply for 
a Master’s degree at the top-ranking London 
School of Economics (LSE) “just to see what the 
process would be”.  She didn’t think she’d get 
in.  Meanwhile, she has graduated with the pre-
stigious MSc in Economic History and LSE 
awarded her a merit.
“It was really hard work. It was very theoretical 
with ridiculously long reading lists- you had to 
read about 10 books a week. You have to know 
each author, be able to form arguments, be real-
ly precise in referencing and write essays all 
the time,” Tringa recalls.

Tringa reflects a trend of Bachelor graduates 
going to consecutive Master programmes at top 
universities.  While within Switzerland a histo-
ric prejudice against Universities of Applied 
Sciences persists,   experience is showing that 
FH alumni are well able to survive and thrive in 
Master programmes abroad.
“Initially, when I started in London, my biggest 
issue was self-esteem.  There were other Swiss 
graduates at the LSE and they came from HSG, 
Zurich and Lausanne. There were comments 
that coming from an FH I would have problems.  
But then as the marks came in from assign-
ments, I realised that I could do this.



“There weren’t any noticeable knowledge gaps. 
I was glad I’d had a good grounding. In other 
countries many students do more general 
degrees and then begin to specialise only at the 
postgraduate level, so many subjects start with 
basics. What is very important is the ability to 
read and write - and adjusting to the different 
approach,” Tringa reports.
Because she had already worked for 5 years 
before starting her FHNW studies, she decided 
to add on the Master programme consecutively.  
However, when LSE accepted her and she faced 
the high fees (£19 000) she asked for a deferral 
of a year to enable her to work and raise the 
money.  She also applied, and was awarded, a 
significant scholarship from Rotary in Basel.  
After graduating last summer, she was 
“flooded” with job offers.  The LSE brand and 
network functioned optimally. However, she 
was determined to work as an analyst in an 
international environment and this proved 
more difficult.  “There aren’t many junior posi-
tions here in Switzerland - it’s all internships 
or senior positions,” she says.  However, she 
found what she was looking for with Varo 
Energy, an oil refinery and supplier based in 
Zug and Cressier.
The investment of a year of hard work and a lot 
of money proved worthwhile.  Tringa recom-
mends that students interested in applying for 
prestigious programmes abroad are meticulous 
in their applications.  “You need to research 
exactly what they want. LSE required a very 
lengthy letter of motivation, a grade average 
above 5 and recommendations from profes-
sors”. 

International Exposure Counts
The trend towards consecutive Masters for BSc 
IM alumni increased after FH‘s could offer 
post-graduate programmes (post 2008).  
Initially graduates headed for programmes at 
Swiss academic universities which often 
required an extra 30 ECTS (one semester) on top 
of the FH Degree:  Alumni have gone onto, for 
example, the  HSG, the University of Fribourg 
or  University of Lausanne.  In recent years, 
however, graduates have gone to prestigious 
post-graduate courses at such as Warwick 
Business School, Babson College and the 
Barcelona Graduate School of Economics. Bugra 
Ablak, for instance, went immediately from 
collecting his IM bachelor’s degree to Imperial 
College in London.
“I promised myself, from the start of my stud-
ies, that I would do the best I can do.  So after 
the BSc I googled to see which were the best 
business schools in the UK.  Among the top 5 
was Imperial College and I saw that I met the 
entry requirements so applied, “said Bugra, 
who applied for the MSc in Economics and 
Strategy for Business.
“I suspect the competition was keen – my 
course-mates came from the best universities 
all over the world. I had the impression they 
were especially looking for what a student will 
become in the future - the motivation letter 
consisted of about 2000 words of what you 
want to do. Their reputation relies on this.  
They asked about previous employment and 
how international I was.  I did my semester 
abroad at TongJi University in Shanghai and in 
the interview they asked me specific things 
about China.  As they have very many Chinese 
students, they were also looking for European 
students who could bridge between the cul-
tures,” according to Bugra.  The one year course 
was “not the easiest”.  While he discovered  
that he was well prepared for the courses in 

Marketing and Strategy, there was a large gap in his knowledge 
of mathematics, essential in the Economics courses which 
required significant extra work. Like Tringa, he was stimulated 
by the excellent networks and professors.  “We’d get top CEO’s 
from large companies coming in and there were stimulating 
events.  Even now, in Zurich, they stage regular alumni events,” 
he said.  
Following graduation, he too was inundated with offers.  He 
chose to set up a branch for Istanbul-based Sambtex Textile 
GmbH in Germany, setting up operations, acquiring international 
customers and partners.  Keeping with his mantra of doing the 
best he can, he is also considering doing a PhD. 

Visitors return for Swiss MSc
A reverse trend is also emerging: students from partner universi-
ties abroad who came to the FHNW for a semester, have returned 
after graduating to complete a MSc here.  Asja Hot, for instance, 
came from Capilano University in Vancouver, B.C. for the spring 
2012 semester.  She returned two years later and will graduate at 
the end of this year.
“I had always envisioned doing a Master’s degree abroad. When I 
did my exchange semester here I discovered I loved Europe, and 
more so Switzerland. I loved the culture, and it brought me one 
step closer to my family in Europe, “Asja said.  “When I returned 
to Capilano, I discovered I had changed, as many of us who have 
done a semester abroad do.   I had started working after gradua-
tion and was reconsidering whether to invest all this time and 
money in a graduate programme. Then I heard that another stu-
dent  who had been abroad for an exchange too applied for a 
Masters programme abroad – that was inspiration.”
“I started researching programmes and when I discovered there 
was a MSc at the FHNW, I thought ‚perfect‘. I knew that the pro-
fessors were amazing, and I liked the content of the programme. 
When you want to learn, you want professors who actively teach 
you and not ones that just stand in front and talk to 700 other 
students, “Asja recounts.   
The cost of the program and of living in Switzerland, according 
to Asja, is no higher than elsewhere.  In fact, she finds it slightly 
less expensive.  “In Canada you have to pay increasingly high 
fees and Vancouver is one of the most expensive cities to live in. I 
also found a part-time job here, which helps significantly.”   Asja 
hopes to find a position in Marketing & Communication in 
Switzerland when she graduates. ■

Consecutive 
Master Courses: 

TIPS
FHNW School of Business: Both the MSc in 
International Management and the MSc in 
Business Information systems are taught entirely 
in English (and have dual degree options). There 
are full-time and part-time options to achieve the 
90 ECTS (or 120 for the dual degree) and spring 
and autumn start dates.  Students applying need 
a BSc in relevant fields, a good standard of 
English and candidates with working experience 
and an interest in internationality are preferred.  
Fees range from SFr 700 per semester for Swiss, 
EU and EFTA students to SFr 7500 per semester 
for others. Go to http://www.fhnw.ch/business/
degree-courses/msc-degree for details.  
Applications close 15 May for the autumn 2015 
start.

FHNW Graduates applying abroad: Most 
universities abroad accept FHNW BSc and have 
language requirements.  Especially high-ranking 
universities will require a high grade average.  
Entry requirements (documents that need to be 
submitted, key criteria) vary so applicants need 
to carefully research each individual 
programme’s prerequisites and specifically tailor 
dossiers accordingly. Letters of reference and 
motivation are often key. Tuition fees for busi-
ness related MSc programmes abroad range from 
an average at US$30 000 p.a. in the USA, from 
£8 000 - £25 000 p.a. in the UK, up to EURO 3 600 
(entire 120 ECTS programme) in Spain, between 
AU$20,000 to $37,000 p.a. in Australia, and 
US$2000 p.a. in Brazil (private sector).
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Barbara Zurbuchen Secretariat - Admissions
“Our small team deals with all the international applications 
to Bachelor programmes at the School of Business.  I used to 
be a flight attendant and visited the whole world - in this job I 
feel the whole world is visiting me! 
„Those applying from such countries have often suffered hard-
ship and might not even possess their papers anymore. 
Sometimes it‘s heart-breaking. Evaluating whether qualifica-
tions and experience from other countries meet our entry 
requirements is not a black or white science and yet we deal 
with regulations that are.  We had one application, a really 
good and dedicated student from an African country who had 

a student visa in Geneva.  But Geneva cantonal rules would 
not allow him to study here in canton Solothurn.  We had to 
negotiate endlessly with the cantons and there were loads of 
extra hardships for the student.  Because you‘re dealing with 
people you take it to heart.  Recently this student gave me an 
authentic Masai cloak as a thank you.  This really moved me.“ 

Secretariat: OVR B212.  Open: 8 - 12 and 13 - 16 weekdays 
during the semester (shorter hours between semesters). 
Services: Administration Bachelor and Master programmes 
including  Examination Administration and  Admissions

For the 2000 students and hundreds of lecturers and staff across the three buildings at Campus Olten, there are several services teams 
without whom the teaching, researching and consulting could not run smoothly.  Here we introduce some of the team members of different 
services and give you an insight into what they do and where you can find them.

Christian von Däniken Technical Services
“We start doing our rounds at 7am to make sure that every-
thing is ready when lectures start at 8.15.  Just the other day 
we discovered someone had tried to steal a laptop - there were 
deep cuts in the cable.  So we check that all the necessary 
technology is connected, clean up any rubbish the cleaning 
staff missed, and pick up items that have been left behind.  
It‘s quite amazing what people forget to take - mobile phones, 
power supply and a great many items of clothing.  And I‘m not 
even going to mention umbrellas here.

We usually spot when students from abroad are still new to 
the campus.  We always address them, asking them if we can 
help, are they looking for something.  It‘s not just polite and 
good service, but it‘s also a matter of security.  I‘ve especially 
enjoyed meeting some of the Vietnamese we have on campus.  

They‘re often a little shy, but extremely friendly.  Once I talk-
ed to one who was standing at the microwave in the mensa 
and noticed he had a strange coloured egg on his plate.  He 
confirmed that it was indeed this 100-year egg speciality.  He 
even offered it to me - but I stuck to the Swiss food.“  

Technical Services:  OVR 020 and ORI  E 014.  
ph: 062 957 23 36 | Open: 0745 – 1200 and 1300 – 1630  
Services: In charge of infrastructure (preparation, mainte-
nance, supply of equipment, furniture,  stationery), monitoring 
of heating, ventilation, safety equipment and infrastructure,  
internal mail, lost and found, emergency stand-by, mainte-
nance grounds (clearing rubbish, snow), waste disposal, some 
technical support (teaching equipment in classrooms).  8 team 
members. 

Sarah Kliebenschädel Coffee Bar /Mensa
“I‘ve worked in many different restaurants and it was not 
always satisfying.  But since starting here at Campus Olten 
behind the coffee bar I‘ve really started to enjoy my job again.  
I like our team and I like the students - they are polite and 
decent and friendly. Sometimes there are opportunities to chat 
a little - including with the international students.  
Of course often we are extremely busy - like during the breaks 
between lectures and then there‘s no time for a small chat as 
well.  We also notice strongly what‘s happening on campus.  
During exams we experience how nervous students are - often 
their hands are shaking as they carry away their coffees.  And 
at the start of the semester it‘s busy and full and there are 
hardly enough places for people to sit or stand -somehow 
attendance then starts to drop after a few weeks.  We get a lot 
more externals now too - many people come for lunch at the 
mensa and there are lots of events.  Our team of 13 full-timers 

gets extra help in for such events and occasionally the coffee 
bar staff will also help out.  But mostly the coffee bar staff 
has enough to do at our own post: we don‘t just serve at the 
bar, we have to constantly be clearing up, washing, ordering 
and, preparing.“

Location:  OVR B and  Atrium, ground floor.  ORI : ground 
floor, back of the building.
Opening hours:  Coffee bars:  OVR - 0715 - 1630 weekdays  
ORI 0715 - 1600 weekdays,  0800 - 1300 Saturdays.  
Mensa OVR and ORI:  1130 - 1330 weekdays 
Services: Meals (buffet, various dishes, hot and cold snacks) 
in the restaurants, drinks and snacks at the coffee bars. 
Servicing and stocking of various drinks/snacks dispensers 
around all the Campus Olten buildings. Catering for internal 
and external events.
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Sebastian Linxen Head of learning lab
“We want to help to create an attractive learning environment 
that fosters effective learning and teaching. To reach this goal, 
we help lecturers to apply modern teaching methods and new 
media and to constantly improve their lectures. 
Lecturers come to us with a variety of questions. Many of 
them are keen to implement new ideas for their students. For 
example they want to involve students actively in big classes, 
create quizzes that help students to test their knowledge, sup-
port online learning activities for students in Switzerland and 
abroad or present learning material with one of the eLearning 
tools we are supporting such as Moodle, SharePoint or Adobe 
Connect. We also supply, via our website, a continuous update 
on all sorts of media suited to supporting both teaching and 
on-line collaboration.

Recently one lecturer came to us who wanted to have students 
use their mobile phones to record themselves presenting the 
result of an assignment. This should help them to analyse 
their production/the presentation of their results and the 
teacher could provide feedback. We were faced with a situa-
tion we have increasingly in recent years - that of compatibility: 
the different mobile phones of the students produce different 
video formats that can‘t be edited and played on any other 
devices. Together with the lecturer we developed a solution 
how to handle this challenge and use these devices efficiently 
in class.“

learning lab - contactable per learning.lab. 
wirtschaft@fhnw.ch. | Team members of the learning.lab work 
across all three campuses
Website: http://blogs.fhnw.ch/learninglab/ (in German)

Bugra Ablak went to Imperial College, London

Canadian Asja Hot returned to Switzerland to do her MSc | Photos:  Kierin Mulholland

Continued on p 5
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Partner Profiles The School of Business cooperates with 130 universities around the world.  
A full list is on www.fhnw.ch/business/international. Each issue of The 
Sextant profiles half a dozen of these partners.

IPAG Business School, FRANCE
Where The IPAG Business School has two cam-
puses in France. In Paris, the school is in the 
Saint-Germain-des-Prés quarter, a hub of stu-
dent life with a variety of bookshops, cafés and 
cinemas. The Nice campus is located only a few 
steps away from the town’s historical down-
town area. Due to its Mediterranean beaches 
and nearby ski slopes, Nice is the 2nd favorite 
tourist destination after Paris.
Cooperation Student exchange (4 places, 2 in 
Paris and 2 in Nice)
Size 2500 students, ca. 375 international stu-
dents
Study Fields The following courses are taught 
fully in English: Bachelor in Business 
Administration and the International Business 
and Management Programme.
Campus Both campuses are equipped with 
broadband Wi-Fi and offer theatres, classrooms 
and administrative offices, documentation cen-
ters and computer rooms. The Paris campus 
comprises four sites with different houses and 
on the Nice campus students can relax in a 
wooded garden with a patio.
Website http://www.ipag.fr/

Southern Utah University, USA
Where The university is located in Cedar City, at 
the heart of Utah between Salt Lake City and Las 
Vegas. The city is surrounded by world famous 
national and state parks and offers a variety of 
outdoor recreation opportunities.
Cooperation Student exchange (2 places)
Size 8000 students from more than 30 countries
Study Fields There are over 150 programmes of 
study ranging from business and computer sci-
ence, to chemistry and performing arts. The 
SUU‘s School of Business includes programs in 
accounting, business, economics, finance, and 
marketing. 
Campus Facilities include a library, a fitness and 
aquatic centre, an outdoor recreation center, 
computer labs, a bookstore, dining facilities and 
a student health clinic. There are 3 different 
housing options on campus for local and inter-
national students.
Website http://www.suu.edu/

Stockholm University (School of Business), 
SWEDEN
Where The School of Business is located in 
Stockholm, the beautiful capital city of Sweden 
where tradition meets innovation. The restored 
brick buildings of the Kräftriket campus and the 
picturesque Brunnsviken Lake create a historic 
atmosphere.
Cooperation Student exchange (4 places)
Size 3500 students, including 250 international 
students
Study Fields The various courses offered go 
beyond general business and cover topics such 
as consumerism, PR, business ethics and change 
management, where aspects related to human-
ism and culture are considered highly important. 
Business Administration and Politics and Global 
Management are the Bachelor programmes 
offered in English.
Campus The campus area consists of a number 
of different buildings and offers different  
restaurants, cafés, microwaves, a library, an 
Infocenter and Health and Career Counseling 
Services.
Website http://www.sbs.su.se/en/

Ajou University, KOREA
Where The university is located in Suwon, about 
30 km south of Seoul, Korea. 
The various attractions that are within an hour-
trip from Suwon and cultural events and festi-
vals make it a very attractive and diverse place 
to live.  Suwon even has a professional baseball 
and football team and is home to major Korean 
industries such as Samsung Electronics and 
Samsung Electrics.
Cooperation Student exchange (5 places) 
Size 9 Faculties, 14’000 students (9’000 under-
graduate, 3’500 postgraduate, 1’500 other), 750 
international students per year
Study Fields More than 200 courses are taught 
in English from various fields of studies: 
Engineering, Information Technology, Natural 
Sciences, Business, and Social Sciences. The uni-
versity also offers local language courses free of 
charge.
Campus Ajou has a full campus, which includes 
cafeterias, sports facilities, banks, libraries, 
events, host families, and on- or off-campus 
housing. International students also profit from 
a buddy system, as well as cultural field trips 
and other social activities.
Website http://www.ajou.ac.kr/english/

University of Canberra, AUSTRALIA
Where Canberra is the capital city of Australia 
and is located midway between Sydney and 
Melbourne, in a serene landscape spotted with 
mountains, rivers and lakes. The vibrant city 
offers a variety of things to do, such as exhibi-
tions, museums and events. 
Cooperation Student exchange (2 places)
Size over 12’500 students, including 2’500 inter-
national students from over 100 countries
Study Fields The university offers over 200 
undergraduate, postgraduate and research 
degrees spanning 28 broad areas of study. 
Courses are offered by four faculties: Arts and 
Design; Business, Government & Law; 
Education, Science, Technology, Engineering & 
Mathematics; and Health.
Campus On-campus facilities include a medical 
centre, a fitness centre and gym, various food 
outlets and cafes, a bookshop, a bank and a post 
office as well as a 24/7 computer laboratory, a 
library and Wi-Fi access. The university has on-
campus student accommodation for more than 
2’400 students from Australia and abroad. It 
also offers a homestay programme for internati-
onal students.
Website http://www.canberra.edu.au

Tampere University of Applied Science 
(TAMK), FINLAND
Where Tampere lies in the south of Finland and 
is the center of many (high-tech) industries 
including Nokia. Being the most attractive city 
for Finnish students, the city’s culture is lively 
and multi-faceted, with music, art, museums 
and a vibrant nightlife.
Cooperation Student exchange (3 places)
Size 10‘000 students, including students from 
300 partner universities in 50 countries
Study Fields Among the 17 bachelor degrees 
offered, the following programmes are taught 
fully in English: Energy and Environmental 
Engineering, International Business, and Media 
and Arts. The university also offers a local lan-
guage course free of charge.
Campus The Main Campus is located in the 
Kauppi area of Tampere. TAMK has study facili-
ties outside Tampere, in three smaller towns in 
the surrounding Tampere Region. All campuses 
have modern study facilities with libraries, labo-
ratories, studios, auditoriums, IT classrooms, 
and facilities for group work and self-study. 
Website http://www.tamk.fi/web/tamken/home

Various Internship Opportunities at Swiss SME Research Centre China

Harbin Internships provide 
valuable Business Insights
 

 

Campus Olten hosts ESN

One former MSc in International Management 
student, Dominik Schaub, selected to spend his 
summer holidays as an intern at the SSRCC 
last year. “Initially, I was involved in a very 
successful trade fair where we promoted Swiss 
products and the next task was to write a mar-
ket entry study for one of the clients of SSRCC. 
This study not only helped me improve my 
management skills in finding different chan-
nels but it also gave me insights into the field 
of our client, which was a new and enriching 
experience for me,“ Dominik reports.  He so 
enjoyed the summer experience that he applied 
for a permanent position at the centre and 
now works there full-time.

A current intern, Sanny Cheung, who is work-
ing in Harbin until her Bachelor studies start 
in September, also finds the research work 
especially fascinating. “My work here is 
teaching me much more than just how interna-
tional management works. I am also gaining 
insights into a very different culture and 
learning to be independent and take care on
myself,“ Sanny said.

FHNW School of Business students can apply for internships at the Swiss SME 
Research Centre China based in Harbin. “These  internships are diverse and offer 
students opportunities to gain working insights into Chinese markets,“ according to 
Prof Dr Rolf Meyer who leads the centre.

Sanny Cheung at work in Harbin
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Fabian Leimgruber Room and Equipment Reservation
“We have 130 teaching and group work rooms across 4 buildings 
in Olten - so that‘s 3‘000 seats the three of us have to administer, 
plan and organise.  This is not counting other areas which can be 
used for events, usually quite big ones, and this also has to be 
planned and equipped.  Most of the rooms of course already 
come with the necessary infrastructure - but in case teachers or 
students want to use camcorders or cameras, voice recorders or 
need a mobile laptop or beamer - then we‘re also the ones they 
come to. 
“The majority of the reservations come in per email - very few 
students come in to our office to book.  Some of course do, espe-

cially when they need to have special equipment or have que-
stions about different rooms or spaces. Students from abroad 
who pop in are often surprised that there are no charges for 
these services.  We‘ve had students reserving a camcorder, for 
instance, and then getting their wallet out.  We tell them, no, 
there‘s no charge for that and then they‘re pretty happy.“

Room and Equipment Reservation:  
ORI E012 Open: 07:45 – 12 and 13 – 1630 
(except on Friday when the office closes at 4pm). Mail: raumver-
waltung.olten@fhnw.ch

Marianne Hertner Head Librarian
“What I love is that international students use the library a lot – it 
seems often to be a second home where they can study.  It’s also a 
good meeting point.  One of the nicest things I remember is that 
one semester we had a romance develop in our library.  It was two 
students from different countries abroad who regularly came to 
study here.  And because they were regulars and possibly sat 
beside each other one day, we noticed that they’d started talking 
to each other and then soon would come in almost daily, always 
together, and sit beside each other.  They had clearly become a 
couple.  Unlike in a film, we never found out where the story went 
from there. At the end of the semester they had both gone.

 “The international students are generally very well acquainted 
with library services. We also have introductory sessions in 
English for them.“

Library: OVR B040 Open (except public holidays): 9 – 18 h 
weekdays, 9 – 13 on Saturdays.  Electronic access to databases, 
catalogues 24/7 per VPN. 
Services: lending (can be self-service), research support, support 
with tracking down material in own library and NEBIS network, 
intro sessions (including a special session in English for exchange 
students) and tutorials. Work-stations. All librarians speak 
English.

Rolf Meyer explains: “We have a flexible 
number of internship opportunities to work 
with the three full-time employees at the cen-
tre.  Some interns come over the summer 
months, some work part-time while they take 
classes at the prestigious Harbin Institute of 
Technology (HIT).  It‘s a great opportunity for 
our students to work in China where it‘s nor-
mally difficult to get a work permit.“ 
Typically, interns stay between one to a 
maximum of six months and support SSRCC‘s 
diverse activities: preparing programmes for 
delegation visits and for manager courses,  
preparation and organisation of international 
fairs. Additionally, interns support and help 
permanent staff who, on behalf of mostly Swiss 
SME‘s research market entry opportunities and 
help develop strategies.

“We‘ve had six interns from Switzerland so far 
and quite a few more from elsewhere.  A popu-
lar choice has been for interns to do courses at 
our partner university HIT, mostly in the 
Chinese language,“ Prof Dr Meyer adds.  A 
fixed compensation of SFr 1000 per month is 
paid  (which, with a maximum stay of 6 
months is enough to cover expected accommo-
dation, living and travel expenses) and interns 
are supported in the search for accommodati-
on and the visa process. ■

Interested? 
Send a mail to rolf.meyer@fhnw.ch  
For further information go to:  www.fhnw.
ch/wirtschaft/international/china/ssrcc

On 6 June 2015 the National Platform of the 
Erasmus Student Network (ESN) will take place 
at the FHNW in Olten. The National Platform is 
the General Assembly of ESN Switzerland, where 
all Swiss sections meet to make decisions, vote 
for the National Board and the budget. 
Furthermore, it serves ESN sections as a plat-

form to network, exchange ideas and meet stu-
dents from different Swiss universities. The sec-
tion Olten of the FHNW is part of ESN 
Switzerland since 2013, which helps to ensure 
exchange students to feel welcomed and have 
the best possible experience during their stay in 
Switzerland. ESN Olten organizes events for 

exchange students, coordinates the Buddy-
System and facilitates the connection between 
exchange and local students. Hosting the 
National Platform in Olten is a good opportunity 
for the FHNW to increase the attractiveness of 
the exchange programme and for local students 
to be part of this unique experience. ■  Lia Flück

continued from page 3

All photos:  Kierin Mulholland
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When compiling my list of priorities for the semes-
ter abroad, I found it difficult to choose between 
the many great partner universities of the FHNW 
School of Business. In the end I made some ran-
dom choices and ended up being allocated to the 
Universidad de los Andes in Bogotá, Columbia. Up 
until my arrival I had no idea what to expect and 
my Spanish skills were rather limited. This chan-
ged during the semester, as I made friends with 
many local people. My favorite experience was a 
trip to Venezuela, which started with me staying at 
a deserted hotel all alone and ended with me mis-
sing my flight due to car problems. After a 30-hour 
journey, which included taking several buses and 
crossing the border to Colombia on foot, I finally 
returned to Bogotá. It was quite an adventure, but I 
would do it again anytime. 

The decision to spend another semester abroad 
was made while I was in Bogotá, together with 
some of my classmates from back home. In the 

end, five of us ended up going to the EWHA 
Women’s University in Seoul for a 2nd semester 
abroad. Before heading to Korea, I spent one 
month traveling to Lima, Peru, Bolivia, Chile and 
New York with a friend. I also spent six weeks back 
home in Switzerland before the semester started, 
which included working, skiing and spending qua-
lity time with family and friends. 

After three weeks in Seoul, I am still experiencing 
a culture shock. What I enjoy most so far is that 
there are about 400 international students living on 
campus, which means that life never gets boring. 
The university organizes many events and activi-
ties, and there are buddy lunches every day, where 
local students spend some time with their foreign 
buddies. I am eager to get to know the Korean way 
of doing things and am looking forward to another 
completely different cultural experience before 
returning to “normal life” in Switzerland. TK

Matthias Neidhart – BSc IM student abroad 
(Bogotá and Seoul)
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Sabrina Kurjakovic
Researcher Msc Business Information 
Systems (Photo: Kierin Mulholland)

The challenge of starting a collaborative project 
across many organisations and countries is trying 
to find common ground and finding your own 
role within the project. In January this year the 
dean of the MSc in Business Information Systems 
(Prof Dr Knut Hinkelmann) and myself went to the 
kick-off for the EU funded CloudSocket project in 
Vienna to represent our team.  

In CloudSocket there are nine partners coming 
from enterprises, universities and 
Fachhochschulen and within three years the aim 
is to set up a tailored platform for cloud services 
where companies can pull only those applications 
their business model requires. In Vienna there 
were 30 people coming together from different 
cultures, backgrounds, schedules, motives and 
roles and it seems a bit like a giant jigsaw.  This 
was especially apparent on the second day where 
we had a series of workshops within our various 

groups.  For instance, people communicate very 
differently - some like talking a lot and some want 
to immediately get to the point.  People tick very 
differently and approach a task from contrasting 
perspectives. But this process is necessary and 
important.

Everyone already had several work packages - so, 
for instance, in one package it might be that we 
deliver 600 hours, the University of Ulm delivers 
1000 hours and the application partners deliver 
800 hours.  In another package it’s different, and 
deadlines are different.   It’s generally important 
to be both proactive and flexible.  As project team 
members you need to both find your role within 
the team but also be proactive in steering your 
way to what you do best or are most interested 
in.  For instance, the third work package is on a 
topic which relates to my thesis so I find that par-
ticularly interesting.  BS 7

I am 25 years old and I am an international stu-
dent from Ca’Foscari University, the biggest uni-
versity in Venice. In 2010 I enrolled at the 
University of Zurich to do the masters in econo-
mics. I only stayed for one semester because it 
was a very academic degree and to me it seemed 
more targeted towards people who were intend-
ing to do a PhD later. One day in Brugg, I walked 
past a poster of the FHNW and did some Internet 
research about the courses they offer. Business 
Information Systems seemed to be the right 
choice for me, because it is the bridge between 
two different departments: Management and 
Information Technology. Being the mediator bet-
ween the two, you have to be able to speak both 
languages and to solve misunderstandings.

I experience the FHNW as a very innovative 
school. This is partly also because we do not have 
that type of applied university in Italy. And 
Switzerland is a great place to live. To me it is the 
most European country in Europe, at the heart of 

the continent, mixing French and Italian and 
German culture into a unique Swiss culture. 
The high living standards and the level of income  
shocked me initially, because Italian standards 
are greatly different. 

After I finish my studies here I want to go back to 
Italy, in order to capitalise on what I learned and 
to contribute to my own city and country. This 
might sound a little romantic, but I think it is also 
realistic. I feel fortunate to be able to go back 
without running away from Italy. I stopped blam-
ing and complaining about Italy two years ago 
when I left my hometown Padova to come to 
Switzerland. I began to understand how lucky we 
are in general. I am looking forward to being clo-
ser to my family and friends again, in an environ-
ment that I can understand better than the Swiss 
one. During my experience abroad I have become 
adaptable and I hope in the future I can bring this 
into play and make use of all the connections that 
I have created on my journey so far.  TK

Francesco Zitelli - MSc BIS full time student

I first came to Switzerland as an au pair in 2010 to 
learn French in Lausanne. After that, I enrolled at 
the Okanagan College in Kelowna BC. When I 
learned that I could come back to Switzerland as 
an exchange student, I immediately jumped at the 
opportunity. This time, the goal was to gain inter-
national experience as well as to learn German. 

At the moment I am taking an intensive German 
course at the Migros Klubschule in Basel every 
morning from 8:30 to 11:30. I find that I am learn-
ing really quickly and I am enjoying it. I am even 
starting to understand some Swiss German, a 
dialect that is apparently hard to understand even 
for German speakers. I currently live in a shared 
flat in Basel, near the train station. This is very 
convenient not only for going to school in Olten, 
but also for traveling anywhere in Switzerland 
with the train. I particularly enjoy living in 
Switzerland, because everything is so close and 

there are so many things to see and do. In my 
free time I like to go climbing with my boyfriend 
whom I met during my first stay in Switzerland. I 
picked up this hobby here and I have gotten a lot 
better at it. Just like studying in a foreign country, 
climbing motivates me to push myself to my 
limits and to continuously get better at what I do. 
At least once a week we go to an indoor climbing 
gym near our apartment in Basel and once the 
weather warms up I also like to go climbing out-
side.

After I finish my studies in Canada, I would love 
to come back to Switzerland and find a job here. I 
am actually a management major but am taking a 
lot of marketing classes in Olten and I would like 
to pursue a career in marketing if possible. 
Another thing that holds me here of course is my 
boyfriend who is Swiss, but who knows, we 
might also end up in Canada one day.  TK

Lauren McKay – exchange student from 
Canada (Photo: Kierin Mulholland)

Steven Rowntree – Part-time BSc IM student 
in Brugg (Photo: Kierin Mulholland)

Judging by my name it might be obvious why I 
chose a program that is taught fully in English. 
My father is English and my mother German, but 
they both grew up in Switzerland and I actually 
speak Swiss German at home. So the reason for 
my choice was not the search for convenience, but 
the chance to do something that sets me apart 
from others on the job market and, most of all, to 
challenge myself by doing something new. Most 
of my classmates have an international back-
ground but grew up in Switzerland and speak 
German fluently. 

Before my studies I apprenticed at a regional bank 
in Aarau as “Mediamatiker”, which is a mixture 
between information technology and commercial 
apprenticeship. I decided to stay with my employer 
for the duration of my studies and I work 50 per-
cent in the controlling department and 20 percent 
in the risk management department. The direct 
relation between my studies and the business 
world has helped me a lot to understand economic 
concepts and to learn how to apply them. 

Unfortunately, working for a regional bank does 
not offer me opportunities to gain international 
experience. Unlike some of my fellow classmates, 
who work for international corporations like Swiss 
Re and UBS, I do not have the chance to be sent 
on an international assignment. That is also why 
I consider myself lucky that my employer has 
agreed to let me go on an exchange semester. 
I just heard that I was accepted at the Central 
Queensland University in Rockhampton. Even 
though I have relatives in Australia, I have never 
been there before. For my semester abroad I am 
most looking forward to the change. I do like my 
job and my studies and my life in Switzerland in 
general, but during the last four semesters I have 
developed a certain routine and I am excited about 
breaking out of it. I am not quite sure what I want 
to do after my studies, however working for an 
international company is certainly an option and 
studying international management and going 
abroad for one semester are the first steps in that 
direction.  TK

Michèle Gauderon
Alumna BSc IM, Project Manager in
Amsterdam

I always liked everything „international“ so that‘s 
why I chose the BSc in International Management 
programme and considered I might well want to 
work abroad afterwards. Yet after graduation I 
took on a job in Switzerland and remained for a 
few years. It takes courage to move away from 
your friends and family, your flat, your job - every-
thing really – without some external incentive or 
your employer transferring you. But then I decided 
to do a Master‘s in Logistics at Cranfield 
University in the UK - the first half was purely lec-
tures and the second half was the thesis with an 
oil & gas company in Germany. This was really 
interesting and somehow, once I‘d made the 
break, I felt free and it was the right time to get a 
job abroad. I accepted a position as International 
Logistics Project Manager at Forbo and work in 
Amsterdam. It‘s a Swiss company but the flooring 
segment is headquartered here in The 
Netherlands from where we manage a worldwide 
sales and logistics network and 12 manufacturing 
sites. In my function I’m not so much involved in 
the day to day operations, more in forward plan-
ning and business improvements. It also involves 
a fair amount of travel, mostly related to projects 
and roll-outs. 

I‘ve been here now for two years and have adap-
ted to working in Amsterdam. Holland seems 
similar to Switzerland but there are still differ-
ences and challenges. The IM course prepared me 
well because you learn how to organise yourself 
and work in teams. The international exposure at 
the FHNW was definitely important: Because of 
the semester abroad, plus I was in the project 
team for Insight China and was a buddy, I learnt 
how to work with different people, manage many 
schedules and more easily build up the necessary 
networks. I like the way the Dutch work - they 
work hard and efficiently but are good at aligning 
work and private life. Socially it‘s a slightly more 
difficult challenge. In Switzerland or England as a 
student I had a lot of friends from the first day. 
Here, also because of the language, it took longer 
to establish friendships. Many friends are also ex-
pats which means they often get transferred away 
again. However, I took up rowing on the Amstel! 
So I have friends in the rowing club and have a 
fantastic new hobby. There‘s always something 
interesting going on in Amsterdam. Of course 
there are too many tourists, but it‘s a lively place 
to be. And I re-visit Switzerland often. BS
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Kim Hunziker, former BSc International 
Management student at the FHNW Olten, 
started the New Year with a 6-month 
internship at the Embassy of Switzerland 
in Washington, D.C. At the Office of Science, 
Technology and Higher Education, she has 
the unique opportunity to gain a broad 
insight into various fields ranging from 
apprenticeships in the U.S.A.  to NASA.

On a weekday I get up around 6:30 in the morn-
ing and leave my apartment in Columbia 
Heights at 7:30. I usually walk to the embassy, 
which takes around 30 minutes. After a couple 
of days here I figured out that walking is actu-
ally faster than taking public transport. On the 
bright side, I always start my 8-hour day at the 
office fully awake and with some fresh energy. 

At the embassy, six interns from various parts 
of Switzerland work in different departments. 
What I like about the Science section is its size. 
Apart from us two interns, there is the Head of 
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Office and one part-time Scientific Advisor. 
This means that we gain insights into the many 
topics we cover, like education and apprentice-
ships. This topic is currently high up on the 
U.S. policy agenda and U.S. officials want to 
learn more about the Swiss apprenticeship 
system. It is also my job to attend briefings and 
report back to Switzerland, so one time I went 
to an interesting event about space and NASA – 
I have to admit I did not fully understand eve-
rything they talked about.

We also have a scholarship program, which is 
my duty to manage. My work includes a little 
bit of everything: insights into diplomatic 
affairs, communication, writing a newsletter, 
and events. During my studies at the FHNW I 
had to deal with many projects at the same 
time and had to learn how to set priorities. 
That helps me a great deal to keep calm during 
busy times at work. For the newsletter in parti-
cular I can benefit from the experience of being 
part of the PR team of “Focus India”, one of the 

prestigious student projects at the FHNW. Also 
it is helpful that I did a commercial apprentice-
ship before I started university, so I already 
had first-hand insights into how the Swiss app-
renticeship system works. Here, apprentice-
ships have a somewhat negative connotation 
and are often seen as a second choice, since 
most high school graduates aim for college. It 
takes a lot of time for young adults to enter the 
workforce in the U.S., twelve years of high 
school and then at least four years of college. In 
that regard I take pride in the Swiss system as I 
realized only now how well it actually works 
and how well thought through it is.

One of my favorite highlights at work was the 
visit of Federal Councillor Johann N. Schneider-
Ammann back in January, who came to 
Washington, D.C. for a Round Table meeting at 
the White House. During the reception at our 
Ambassador‘s residence, the Federal Councillor 
shook my hand, which made me really proud. 
Another unforgettable highlight was when the 
delegation from the State Secretariat for 
Education, Research and Innovation (SERI) in 
Switzerland was invited to Capitol Hill to give a 
briefing to congressional staffers. I was able to 
join a VIP tour on Capitol Hill, which included 
going up to the Speaker’s Balcony, the balcony 
where many of the U.S. presidents have held 
their speeches.

In my spare time I like to go to the gym, which 
is within walking distance from my apartment. 
On Friday there is this fixed event where 
interns from different embassies, including 
Germany, Austria, Norway, the Netherlands and 
Canada, meet up after work for happy hour. 
This is a great platform to exchange informa-
tion about our work and our daily lives. On 
Saturday and Sunday, people go out for brunch. 
The menu is incredible here, but I like to keep it 
simple with classics like pancakes and waffles. 
I have had the chance to travel around a bit as 
well. Some interns and I are planning to go to 
Boston for the Easter weekend and another 
destination on our list is Nashville, which will 
be a real American experience including coun-
try music.

Having lived in the U.S. for some time now, I 
have to admit that I miss Switzerland. Since the 
start of my internship in January, I have exper-
ienced two snow days, which means that we 
did not have to go to work because of the snow. 
D.C. is geographically considered as South, so 
sometimes people get surprised by unusually 
cold and snowy winters. Even if life here never 
gets boring, I do miss my family and friends 
sometimes. Of course there is Skype, Face time, 
WhatsApp and Facebook to keep in touch, 
which makes it easier to be far away. I told my 
mom that when I come home, she should wel-
come me with a “Zopf”, because I am looking 
forward to yummy Swiss bread, which is hard 
to find around here.  ■
 Tanja Kühni

A Day in the Life of 
Kim Hunziker 

 Kim Hunziker in downtown Washington DC


